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and categorical values [8]. The Mixed Membership
Stochastic Block Model [9] increases the expressiveness
of the latent class models by allowing mixed membership,
associating each object with a distribution vector over
clusters.
A basic assumption in most of these models is that the
networks are unweighted, where the interaction presence
or absence is represented as a binary variable. However,
most real-world networks contain information about link
weights. For instance, in social networks the weights
represent the strengths of social ties between people [1].
A widely-used technique to analyze on weighted network
is to transform the data into the binary framework via
thresholding. As a result, the potential loss of valuable
information from thresholding may lead to obscuration or
distortion in recovering underlying structure [10], [11].
To directly learn the latent structure of weighted
networks, an extension of the stochastic block model with
Poisson likelihood [7], [12] was considered for countvalued pairwise interactions. Moreover, a generalization
of the SBM, called Weighted Stochastic Block Model
(WSBM) [10], was introduced to learn from both the
link-existence and -weight information.
However, the number of latent clusters (or blocks) in
all these models is required to be specified. This may be
very difficult to access for real-world networks. Usually,
this parameter is set a priori or fixed via a computational
expensive model selection procedure [3], [10], [13]. To
overcome this problem, the Infinite Relational Model
(IRM) [14] and the Infinite Hidden Relational Model [15]
use the Dirichlet process prior to define a nonparametric
relational model for unweighted networks.
In this paper, we introduce the Weighted Infinite
Relational Model (WIRM), a Bayesian nonparametric
model that can learn a potentially infinite number of
clusters from both the existence and weight of links. We
take each weighted link as a draw from a parametric
exponential family distribution, which includes as special
cases most standard distributions, e.g. the Bernoulli, the
Gaussian and their generalizations. With this general
distributional form, we can directly use the weight
information in recovering latent cluster or block structure.
Moreover, the WIRM uses a nonparametric Bayesian
approach to simultaneously infer the number of latent
clusters and the cluster membership of each object, while
at the same time inferring how cluster membership
influences the observed weighted link interactions.
There are two models that are closely related to WIRM.
The infinite relational model (IRM) [14] previously
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Statistical analysis of complex networks has been an
active area of research for decades, and is becoming an
increasingly important challenge in pattern recognition as
the scope and availability of network datasets increase in
various scientific fields [1]. Unlike traditional data
collected from individual objects, the observations in
network data are no longer independent or exchangeable
because vertices are pairwise related. Independence or
exchangeability is a key assumption made in machine
learning and statistics for traditional attribute data [2].
This intrinsic difference in structure requires special
treatments for network data.
Uncovering the latent structure based on the observed
pairwise interactions between vertices [1], [3] has been a
focus of attention in the network literature. Among all the
statistical models proposed for this end, the Stochastic
Block Model (SBM) [4] is an elegant generative model of
group structure in unweighted networks. The Stochastic
Block Model has been successfully used for modeling
assortative network structure [5], disassortative structure
[1] and bipartite structure [6]. And the SBM also has been
generalized for count-valued data, degree correction [7]
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adapted the Dirichlet process to define a nonparametric
relational model for network modeling. IRM fits only to
the link-existence information but ignores link-weight
information; however, WIRM can learn from both types
of information using a general form of exponential family
distribution. On the other hand, WIRM can also be seen
as a nonparametric extension of the WSBM proposed in
[10], where the number of clusters is chosen before the
model can be applied to data. Compared to WSBM, a
distinctive feature of WIRM is its ability to infer from the
observed data that how many latent clusters there are.
This is particularly important when we may have little
prior knowledge about the number of clusters, especially
for structure discovery in novel domains.
The paper is arranged as follows. We first describe the
generative process of our model in Section II. Then a
variational inference algorithm is derived for performing
approximate posterior inference and parameter estimation
in Section III. Section IV compares the performance of
the WIRM to alternative methods for two link prediction
tasks, and analyzes the results. Section V concludes the
paper.

random variables, including the Gaussian, the Bernoulli,
the Poisson, the Gamma, the Geometric, the
NegBinomial, etc.
Specifically, we can choose the Bernoulli distribution
to model binary existence information of the links, setting
T  (x,1) and    log  p / (1  p) ,log 1  p . For countvalued existence information of links, we may choose the
Poisson distributions with T  (x,1) and    log  ,   . To
model real-valued weight information of links, the
normal distribution may be used by setting T  (x, x 2 ,1)
and     /  2 , 1/ (2 2 ),  2 / (2 2 )  .
We may also incorporate two types of information into
the likelihood function via a simple relative importance
parameter c [0,1] :
log P(Aij | Z, )
 cTe (Aij ) e ( z(e)i z j )  1  c  Tw (Aij ) w ( z(w)
).
izj

(2)

where the pair Te ,e  denotes the family of link-existence
distributions and Tw ,w  denotes the family of linkweight distributions.

II.

WEIGHTED INFINITE RELATIONAL MODEL

B. Nonparametric Prior on Cluster Assignment
In order to allow flexible representation of the latent
structure of data, we use the Dirichlet process prior
cluster assignments. The Dirichlet Process, introduced in
[17], is the underlying random measure of the Chinese
restaurant process (CRP) [2], [18], which is widely used
as a nonparametric prior for latent class models [19]. A
important characteristic of the prior is that conditioned on
data, we can examine the posterior distribution of Z to get
a data-dependent distribution of clusters number.
The CRP metaphor gives the intuition. Imagine a
restaurant with an infinite number of tables, each with an
infinite number of seats. The customers enter the
restaurant one after another, and each chooses a table at
random. In the CRP with parameter  , each customer
chooses an occupied table with probability proportional
to the number of occupants, and chooses the next vacant
table with probability proportional to  . This process
continues until all customers have seats, defining a
distribution over allocations of people to tables, and,
more generally, objects to classes. One important (and
surprising) property of this process is that the joint
probability of final assignment is not affected by the
order of customers getting into the restaurant, which is
called exchangeability [18].
The Chinese restaurant construction of Dirichlet
Process directly leads itself to a Gibbs sampler; whereas
for the variational inference of Bayesian nonparametric
models, we turn to the stick-breaking construction of [20],
which provides a concrete set of hidden variables on
which to place an approximate posterior [21-[23]. The
stick-breaking representation of the cluster assignment
zi {1, 2, , K} is as follows:

Let A be a N  N matrix that contains links
information among objects in a directed relational
network. Here, we consider the following two types of
information in the link observations: information about
link-existence (presence or absence of links) and
information about link-weights (the weighted values). To
specify these two types of information in the networks,
we can take the adjacency matrix A as a binary-valued
matrix or a real-valued (or count-valued) matrix. We
want to partition the set of objects into clusters, so that
the relationships between objects can be predicted by
their cluster assignments. The number of latent clusters
present in the network, which is not known a prior, is
denoted as K, so that the cluster assignment variable of
each object zi {1, 2, , K} .
A. Modeling Observed Link Information
Suppose we are given the cluster assignment vector
Z  {z1 , z2 , z N } . For each pair of clusters (kk'), we can
model the 'bundle' of links from objects in cluster k to
those in cluster k', using an exponential distribution
family parameterized by  kk ' . That is, for object i with
cluster assignment zi  k and object j with z j  k ' , the
likelihood of observing a link

Aij is

P(Aij | Z, )  exp T (Aij )  ( zi z j ) 

(1)

where T is the vector valued function of sufficient
statistics, and  is the vector valued function of natural
parameter.
Exponential family [16] comprises a set of flexible
distributions ranging both continuous and discrete
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vk

Beta 1,   , k  1, 2,

 k (v)  vk  l 1 (1  vk ), k  1, 2,
k 1

zi

Mult ( k (v)),i  1, 2,

approach, we take the truncated stick-breaking
representation for the variational distributions. By setting
q(vK  1)  1 for a fixed K, we enforce the proportions

(3)

 k (V ) to be zero for k  K . It is pointed out in [21], that

,N

the model follows a full Dirichlet process prior which is
not truncated; only the variational posterior distribution is
truncated. The truncation level K is a variational
parameter which can be freely set; it is not a part of the
prior model specification. And if K is large enough, the
fitted approximate posterior will exhibit fewer than K
clusters.
We use the following fully factorized variational
distribution for mean-field variational inference:

C. The Full Bayesian Model
To perform fully-Bayesian inference, we need to
specify the prior for link bundle parameters  . For
Bayesian models, the inference analysis with conjugate
priors would be considerably simplified as the posterior
distributions have the same functional form as the priors.
Here, for the given likelihood in exponential family form,
the standard conjugate prior on  [16] is
p( ) 

1
exp   ( )
Z ( )

where  parameterizes the prior and Z ( ) is a normalizing
factor.
For notational convenience, we let r index the K  K
link-bundles between clusters; hence   (1 , ,r ) .
Now, we can summarize the whole generative process
of the Weighted Infinite Relational Model as:
 For each object i, assign a cluster membership zi as

N

k 1

i 1

r

where q(vk ;  k ) are beta distributions, q( zi ;i ) are
multinomial distributions, and q(r ; r ) are exponential
family distributions with natural parameters

r

and

sufficient statistics  ( r ) .
B. Lower Bound on the Marginal Likelihood
Using the standard variational theory, we lower bound
the marginal log likelihood of the observed data A using
Jensen's inequality:

in (3).
 For each pair of clusters (kk'), draw a link bundle
parameter  kk  according to (4).

log p( A)  Eq [log p( A,V , Z , ))]  Eq [log q(V , Z , )]

 For each pair of objects with index i and j, draw the
link observation Aij from the exponential family in

(5)

(q)

here and elsewhere in the paper we omit the variational
parameters when using q as a subscript of an expectation.
Now we expand the lower bound (q) in (5) with the

(1).
To specify the link-existence observation and -weight
observation simultaneously, we can take (2) instead of (1)
as the likelihood function in the generative process of
WIRM.

approximate posterior q. To simplify notation, let T  r

III. INFERENCE
The WIRM defines a generative probabilistic process
of network data with hidden structure. Given network
link observations A, we need to recover the underlying
structure of the network by inferring the posterior
distribution of the latent variables. However, the posterior
distribution of the latent variables under a Dirichlet
Process Prior is not available in closed form [19], [21],
[24].
In this section, we represent a variational algorithm [25]
for WIRM with likelihood function defined as in (1). For
general case with likelihood as in (2), the inference
algorithm follows with minor modifications, and here we
omit the redundant details.
A. Truncated Variational Distributions
The hidden variables that we are interested in are the
auxiliary stick-breaking variables V  {v1 , , vK } , the
cluster assignment Z  {z1 , , zN } , and the link

and   r be the expected values of the sufficient
statistics Tr and natural parameters  r under the
approximation distribution q, that is,

T  r  



i , j ( zi , z j )  r

  r 

i , z  j , z T ( Ai , j ),
i

j


log Z ( ) |  r .


By substituting q and the conjugate prior p in (5), and
evaluating all the expectations, we have:
(q)   (T  r   0   r )    r   log
r

r
K 1

( k ,1   k ,2 )

k 1

( k ,1 )( k ,2 )

( K  1)log    log

Z ( r )
Z ( 0 )

K 1

{( k ,1  1) Eq [log vk ]  ( k ,2   ) Eq [log(1  vk )]}
k 1

N K 1
 K

    i ,l Eq [log(1  vk )]  i ,k Eq [log vk ]
i 1 k 1 l  k 1

N

K

 i ,k log i ,k ,

parameters   {1 , ,r } . To apply the variational
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where

to infer the number of latent clusters using both the linkexistence and -weight information. Second, we compare
the performance of our model with a number of state-ofthe-art network models on two prediction tasks.

Eq [log vk ]  ( k ,1 )  ( k ,1   k ,2 ),
Eq [log(1  vk )]  ( k ,2 )  ( k ,1   k ,2 ).

The digamma function, denoted by  , arises from the
derivative of the log normalization factor in the Beta
distribution.

A. Synthetic Data
We consider a simple N=100 synthetic dataset
generated with 4 known equal-size clusters, which has
been used in [10], see Fig. 1. The weights and existences
of each link bundle are normally distributed and binary
distributed, respectively, with different bundle-specific
parameters. This dataset is interesting, as the bundlespecific parameters are shared in a subtle manner.
Specifically, if we only consider the weight information
of the network, the nodes can be naturally separated into
two equal-size sup-clusters: one is the cluster comprised
of nodes indexed by {1,…,50}, the other is comprised of
nodes indexed by {51,…,100}; whereas considering the
existence information (ignoring the weights) leads to a
different cluster assignment: one cluster is comprised of
nodes indexed by {1,…,25,51,…,75}, the other one is
comprised of nodes indexed by {26,…,50,76,…,100}.
To analyze this network, we set the truncation level to
be 20 and fit our model with pure weight information by
setting c=0, pure existence information by setting c=1,
and mixed information by setting c=0.5, respectively. The
posterior cluster assignments over 20 possible clusters
learned by WIRM are shown in Fig. 2. Examining the
results, we can see that the latent structure learned by
WIRM with c=0 exactly recovers the two sup-clusters
underlying the link-weight information (Fig. 2(a)), and
with c=1 recovers the other two different sup-clusters for
the existence information of interactions (Fig. 2(b)).
Moreover, Fig. 2(c) demonstrates the ability of fitted
model with c=0.5 to capture the four ground-truth
clusters, regarding the combination of both types of
information.

C. Coordinate Ascent Algorithm
Now, we present an explicit coordinate ascent
algorithm for optimizing the bound (6). We iteratively
optimize the variational lower bound with respect to each
factor in turn. Convergence is guaranteed [16] because
the bound (q) is convex with respect to each of the
factors in the variational distribution q.
The details of the iteration are as follows:
Update for the link bundle parameters  r : The
variational distribution for the link bundle parameter  r
is exponential family with sufficient statistics  ( r ) and
natural parameter  r . Coordinate ascent update equation
for the variational parameter  r is

 r   0  T  r .
Update for the cluster assignment zi : The variational
parameters for the cluster assignment

zi are {i ,k }k , and

the update equation for {i , k }k is



k 1




l 1

i , k  exp  Eq [log vk ]   Eq [log(1  vl )]  
r


T  r

   r  .
i , k



Update for the auxiliary stick-breaking variable vk :
The variational distribution for the auxiliary stickbreaking variable vk is a beta distribution parameterized
with the shape parameters ( k ,1 ,  k ,2 ) . Coordinate ascent
update equation for these free variational parameters is
 k ,1  1  i , k ,  k ,2
i

B. Real-World Networks
We now compare our model to several other network
models for predicting the existence or the weight of some
unobserved interactions on three real-world networks.
The weighted networks used for the comparison are given
as follows:
Collaboration [26]. Vertices represent 226 nations on
Earth, and each of the 20616 edges is weighted by a
normalized count of academic papers whose author lists
include that pair of nations.
Airport [27]. This is a network of the 500 busiest
commercial airports in the United States, and each of the
5960 directed edges is weighted by the number of
passengers traveling from one airport to another.
Forum [28]. The student social network at UC Irvine
includes 1899 users that sent or received at least one
message, and each of the 20291 directed edges is
weighted by the number of messages sent between users.
For each of the two prediction tasks and for each dataset,
we evaluate the following variants of our model: the

K

     i ,l .
i

l  k 1

Although the variational inference algorithm yields a
bound for any starting values of the variational
parameters, poor initialization can lead to local maxima
that yield poor bounds [16]. In practice, we run the
algorithm multiple times with random initializations and
choose the final parameter settings that give the best
bound on the marginal likelihood (6). To further improve
the performance, we can follow a sequential initialization
scheme [16] to initialize the variational distribution by
incrementally updating the parameters according to a
random permutation of the nodes in the network.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of WIRM
on a synthetic data and several real-world networks.
Experiments were conducted for two purposes. First, we
generate synthetic data to explore the ability of our model
©2015 Journal of Communications
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`pure` WIRM (pWIRM), using only weight information
(c=0), the `mixed` WSBM (mWIRM), using both edge
and weight information (c=0.5), and the `non-`WIRM
(nWIRM), using only edge information (c=1). We use
normal distribution to model the weight of link
interactions, and Bernoulli distribution to model the
existence of links. A comparative study with the other
typical models, (namely, WSBM [10] and IRM [14]), is
also performed.
In both prediction tasks, we treat all networks as
directed, and fit each model on 80% of N2 interactions,
and use the remaining 20% as a test set. The truncation
level for our model is fixed at 50 for each model and each
dataset. For those models that were initially established
for unweighted networks (nWIRM and IRM), we take
their partitions and compute the sample mean weight for
each of the induced link bundles in the weighted network
and take this value as predictor for the weight of any
missing link in that bundle.
For each model and each dataset, we run 5 repeats,
each time with a different 80/20 cross-validation split and
using a different random initialization, and then compute
the average mean-squared error (MSE) on the particular
prediction task. To compare the results across different

datasets, we normalized link-weights to the interval [-1, 1]
after applying a logarithmic transform.
To demonstrate the efficiency and stability of our
approximate inference algorithm, we examine the change
of the log marginal probability bound during the
iterations for variants of our model. The results on three
datasets are shown in Fig. 3-5. We can see that within
several iterations, the log marginal probability bound
converge to a particular region, and then keep stable
during the following iterations.
We now report the prediction results. For both
prediction tasks, we use the sequential initialization
scheme to further improve the performance. Table I
represents the results for predicting link-existences and
Table II represents the results for predicting link-weights.
It is easily seen that, for the link-existence prediction,
nWIRM(c=1) and IRM significantly outperform WSBM
by using the Dirichlet process prior. For the for the linkweight prediction, as a model designed to learn only from
link weight information, pWIRM(c=0) is the most
accurate model for these three datasets. We also notice,
mWIRM(c=0.5) produces very competitive results on
both task by learning from both existence and weight
information. This implies that we can learn both types
information without confusing each other.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Observed synthetic data example. (a) Observed synthetic 100  100 link-weight matrix. (b) Observed synthetic 100  100 link-existence
matrix. White corresponds to zero, black to one.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Results for synthetic data. (a) Posterior cluster assignments learned from link-weight information. (b) Posterior cluster assignments learned
from link-existence information. (c) Posterior cluster assignments learned from both type of information
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 3. Log marginal probability bound during iterations for pWIRM in (a), nWIRM in (b) and mWIRM in (c) on Collaboration dataset with 5
randomly initialized runs

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4. Log marginal probability bound during iterations for pWIRM in (a), nWIRM in (b) and mWIRM in (c) on Airport dataset with 5 randomly
initialized runs

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Log marginal probability bound during iterations for pWIRM in (a), nWIRM in (b) and mWIRM in (c) on Forum dataset with 5 randomly
initialized runs
TABLE I: AVERAGE MSE ON LINK EXISTENCE PREDICTION
pWIRM

mWIRM

nWIRM

WSBM

IRM

Collaboration

0.0738

0.0696

0.0682

0.1167

0.0687

Airport

0.0103

0.0089

0.0070

0.0156

0.0068

Forum

0.00548

0.00517

0.00509

0.00535

0.00516
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TABLE II: AVERAGE MSE ON LINK WEIGHT PREDICTION
pWIRM

mWIRM

nWIRM

WSBM

IRM

Collaboration
Airport

0.0443
0.0158

0.0465
0.0180

0.0549
0.0224

0.0407
0.0486

0.0798
0.0227

Forum

0.0491

0.0505

0.0519

0.0726

0.0549

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel Bayesian
nonparametric model to generalize the classic infinite
relation model to the important case of weighted
networks. This model follows a Dirichlet process prior, in
order to infer the number of latent clusters during the
inference procedure. We develop an efficient coordinate
ascent algorithm to preform variational inference for our
model. The empirical results show that our model can
efficiently capture the complex latent structure of
weighted networks, and accurately predict the missing
interactions and their weights.
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